A review of molecular approaches for investigating patterns of coevolution in marine host-parasite relationships.
Parasites and their relationships with hosts play a crucial role in the evolutionary pathways of every living organism. One method of investigating host-parasite systems is using a molecular approach. This is particularly important as analyses based solely on morphology or laboratory studies of parasites and their hosts do not take into account historical evolutionary interactions that can shape the distribution, abundance and population structure of parasites and their hosts. However, the predominant host-parasite coevolution literature has focused on terrestrial hosts and their parasites, and there still is a lack of studies in marine environments. Given that marine systems are generally more open than terrestrial ones, they provide fascinating opportunities for large-scale (as well as small-scale) geographic studies. Further, patterns and processes of genetic structuring and systematics are becoming more available across many different taxa (but especially fishes) in many marine systems, providing an excellent basis for examining whether parasites follow host population/species structure. In this chapter, we first highlight the factors and processes that challenge our ability to interpret evolutionary patterns of coevolution of hosts and their parasites in marine systems at different spatial, temporal and taxonomic scales. We then review the use of the most commonly utilized genetic markers in studying marine host-parasite systems. We give an overview and discuss which molecular methodologies resolve evolutionary relationships best and also discuss the applicability of new approaches, such as next-generation sequencing and studies utilizing functional markers to gain insights into more contemporary processes shaping host-parasite relationships.